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Link with mechanical properties

Gmax can be determined by using totally 

elastic deformation

Why this is important for geotechnical 

investigation???



Surface waves

Already in the 19th century different type of waves were 

observed in seismic records after earthquakes.

Lord Reyleight in year 1885 

published mathematical description 

of one type of those waves.

In year 1911 Love described 

another type that was later named 

after him.

Love, A.E.H., 1911. Some Problems of Geodynamics. Cambridge University Press.

Rayleigh, J.W.S., 1885. On waves propagated along the plane surface of an elastic 

solid. Proc. London Math. Soc. 17, 4–11.



Surface waves

Usually, simple explanation and visualisation of surface waves are presented.

Movement along the surface:
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Surface waves
In every textbook about seismology there are derivation of 

mathematical description of surface waves.



Surface waves
In textbooks dedicated to MASW usually it is not present



Surface waves

General concept behind derivation of a solution is to figure out hove we can describe surface 

waves using plane waves.

Evanescent waves are used.

Crytical angle

If incidence angle is greater than critical angle, we get wave that 

travels in the second medium, parallel to the boundary and its 

amplitude decreases with depth exponentially.

Displacement of the transmitted wave:

As sin function of refracted angle is imaginary:

We get plane wave that travels in positive x direction with speed 1/p.



Rayleigh waves

Usually, it is stated that Rayleigh waves are 

combination of P and SV waves.

To derive mathematical solution for the problem, few boundary conditions are stated:

Free surface at the Earth surface,

Vanishing amplitudes at great depth.

We start with P and SV wave potentials:

We end up with cubic equation with 4 solutions.

Only one solution satisfy our boundary conditions:

‘’P component’’

‘’SV component’’



Rayleigh waves

We can also derive the displacement.

Notice that displacement is dependent of frequency!

Waves are more sensitive to mechanical properties of the 

space, where the displacement is the biggest.

As we have harmonic waves traveling only along the 

surface, it is reasonable to speak only about horizontal 

wavelength

We derived mathematical description of Rayleigh waves over homogeneous half space. The 

one that we observe in seismograms is called ground roll, that essentially is Rayleigh waves 

over inhomogeneous half space.



Rayleigh waves

Penetration depth

All frequencies are influenced 

also by shallow layers.

In this example propagation 

speed is 500 m/s

V=λ x f

50 MHz



Love waves

Love waves are more problematic in terms of mathematical derivation. It turns out that they 

can not exist in homogenious half space – vertical variation in S wave speed must be present.

Usually, solution with one layer that overlies half space is used.

Love waves are SH waves.

In the end we are looking for solutions that is formed via positive interference of upgoing and 

downgoing SH wave at the Earth surface.



Love waves
We end up with solution that includes several frequencies. 

It is interpreted in a way that for constructive interference 

to be present there must be specific frequencies for 

specific horizontal apparent velocities. 

Sometimes Love waves are derived as a summ of S, SS etc. Multiples, but the same 

result is obtained



Love waves

We end up with typical display of 

frequency/apparent velocity

Notice that for lower frequencies only fundamental mode exist.

We may introduce the cutoff frequencie for the Nth mode.

Notice that long period wave apparent speed approaches the 

speed of the halfspace.



Displacement of the particles.

Love waves

In the layer

In the halfspace

Waves are more sensitive to 

mechanical properties of the 

space, where the displacement is 

the biggest.

Higher modes are more sensitive 

to the upper part of the cross 

section

Love waves can be viewed as 

superposition of normal modes of the 

waveguide (our upper layer), this is 

reason why sometimes they are 

called guided waves.



Previously we did not show the existence of many modes for Rayleigh waves.

Actually, mathematical proof of Rayleigh waves is seldom presented in literature 

about surface waves. In no one of previously mentioned books there is derivation 

of modes for Rayleigh waves.

Rayleigh waves

Explanation form one of the books:

Physical meaning of higher order modes is not intuitive and hard to imagine.

One must always remember that they exist even in the case with 2 layers, so it is not 

indicator of some complicated geological settings.



Travel path

Hove big is the area that 

influences observed waves?

Usually there is discussion only about 

vertical direction.

Hove big area influences signal propagation 

in lateral direction for MASW studies is 

neglected at all.

We can use approach that is adopted for 

large scale seismic exploration «banana-

doughnut kernels».

We do not use single ray but calculate the volume of 

influence by using First-Fresnel zone.
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If 96m geophone spread is used.



Field acquisition parameters

In most of the studies devoted to MASW similar suggestions are given:

Standard survey parameters could be close to these or similar numbers:



Data processing
On the field a record of oscillations of each geophone was acquired.



Frequency spectrum
Fourier analysis – a  way hove to describe 

our data.

Back to MASW



Frequency spectrum

Up until now everything was rather smooth.

You can obtain dataset without significant problems.



Mode picking

Sometimes it is rather complicated to 

identify different modes.

Currently it seems that rather weak layers 

make life more complicated.



Forward and inverse modelling

It is important to conduct forward modelling first.

MASW survey without any geological information 

about the survey area is ambiguous.

Obtained results could be far from actual situation.

Inverse modelling:

To obtain final result, standard inverse 

modelling process is conducted – software 

creates a 1D model of the survey area that 

has the best fit to the field data.

Input parameters:

Layer count;

Layer thickness;

S wave speed interval;

Poisson ratio.



Obtained result

Obtained result is a 1D model

It is assumed that in this area there are no 

lateral variations!!!

Maybe this is advantage and not a problem?

30 Hz



Precision of the obtained result
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If you assume such numbers partial error is around 

10% for calculated Gmax

In the end also error for G is important!!!



Database of typical S and P wave speed for different rock types.

More local data sets.

Joint analysis of Rayleigh and Love waves

Problems to be solved in future



Thank You for Your attention!
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